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2.3 Higher-order polynomials

Textbook sections 3.1-3.2

2.3.1 Case study: How to build a roller-coaster

Every year, MIT engineering students get to design, build and then test a real life wooden roller coaster
as part of one of their design projects, in what is now known as the Easter Campus Roller Coaster. The
design project involves many parts, including selecting the shape of the roller-coaster, and modeling the
acceleration, velocity and trajectories of the cars (to make sure they don’t fly off or are hazardous to the
riders). To do so, students must first start by selecting a function that describes the height of the roller
coaster as a function of the distance from the start. Let’s look at the design the students selected:

While modeling this function may seem daunting at first (so many wiggles!) it turns out that it is not too
difficult. Let’s first draw an abstract version of this shape, with one less wiggle (just to make the problem
a little simpler):
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While you may be wondering why is it easier to model the function g(x) = f(x) − 3 instead of the
function f(x) itself, note that g(x) has a few interesting properties:

There is a very simple way of writing out a function that is zero at three specific points, and that in-
volves writing it out as a product of three functions, each of which is equal to zero at one of the points.
Based on that, what might be a good guess for g(x) (and therefore also f(x)?)

As it turns out, this guess isn’t quite right, but at least it puts us in the right direction. Indeed, The
function g(x) that we guessed here is called a polynomial function, and as it turns out, the true answer is
indeed a polynomial (of a slightly different form). Let’s now learn more about polynomials, and then get
back to this problem.

2.3.2 Definition and examples

Definition:

Vocabulary:

•

•

Examples:

In the case study above, our guess for the function g(x) was indeed a polynomial, although it is not
necessarily obvious from the formula we came up with. To check that it is, we can simply expand it.
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We therefore see that, as in the case of quadratics, there are two forms for a polynomial: the expanded
form given earlier, and the factored form. Let’s defined the factored form more precisely.

Formal definition of factored form:

It is not always easy to determine whether a polynomial is fully factored, or can be factored further.
Sometimes, the polynomial is already obviously fully factored. Sometimes, it is partially factored, and
one must decide if the remaining part can be factored further or not. Sometimes the polynomial is fully
expanded, and one must start factoring it from scratch.

Examples:

• f(x) = −(2 + x)(x + 3)3

• f(x) = (x− 1)(2− x2)

• f(x) = −2x(x2 − 2x + 1)(x + 3)

• f(x) = x3 + 2x2 + 4x

In the examples presented above, it is still reasonably easy to factor the polynomial, either by finding
a common factor, or by recognizing one of the standard patterns. However, there are many case in which
it is not so easy. In fact, factoring high-order polynomials is notoriously difficult, and in some cases can
only be done numerically.
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Once we have both the expanded and fully factored forms of a polynomial function, we can learn a
lot about its graph. For instance, from the expanded form we can deduce what the graph looks like for
large and small x, just as we did for quadratics.

Approximations of polynomials for very small values of x

Example: f(x) = x5 − 3x3 + 2x2 − x + 1

Approximations of polynomials for very large values of |x|

Example: f(x) = −x3 + 3x2 − 2
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In order to find out more about the overall graph of polynomial functions for large |x|, we therefore
have to remind ourselves of the graphs of simple power functions of the kind xn.

Power functions of the kind f(x) = axn with n a natural number

The shape of the graphs of functions of the kind f(x) = xn depends on whether n is an even or an
odd number (see above).
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When the power is multiplied by a number a, note that

•
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•

Roots and Signs tables

So far we have used the expanded form to learn about the polynomial. We can also use the factored
form to learn more about it, and graph the function with quite a lot of detail, but very little effort!

To do this, we first have to remember that the roots of the polynomial can be read directly from the
factored form (see earlier). Then, we also have to remember that the basic factor x− r (where r is one of
the roots)

•

•

•

Finally, we also have to remember that

•

•

•

Using all of this, we can use a Signs Table to determine the sign, and therefore the overall shape, of
any factored polynomial function f(x).

Important note: Signs tables can only be used if the function is already broken down into its factors.
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How to draw a signs table:

• Draw the table

• Write all the factors vertically on the left

• Write all the roots horizontally on the top (in the correct order)

• Draw vertical lines below each root

• Determine and write the sign of each factor; write zeros where appropriate.

• Multiply the signs in each interval to determine the sign of the function.

Examples of use of signs tables:

Example 1: Draw a signs table and sketch the function f(x) = 4(x− 1)(x + 2).

Example 2: Draw a signs table and sketch the function f(x) = x2(x2 − 9)
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Example 3: Draw a signs table and sketch the function f(x) = −(x + 1)(x2 − 2x + 1).

Example 4: In which interval(s) is the function f(x) = −(2 + x)(x + 3)3 positive?

Example 5: Find the domain of definition of f(x) =
√
x5 − 2x3 + 4x.
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Let’s now go back to our case study, and see if we can make a more educated guess as to the formula
for f(x) (or f(x)) given what we have just learned.

2.3.3 Case study: How to build a roller-coaster

In conclusion of this Chapter, note that polynomial come up in a vast number of applications in science:

• They are very simple functions, that often come up in real-life problems

• They can be used to model almost any data, at least for a limited range of the independent variable

In practice, finding the right polynomial to fit a particular dataset is rarely done by trial and error as
we did – there are some very specific fitting tools that one can use to do it much more systematically.
However, to use these tools well, it does help to know ahead of time for instance what order polynomial
we will want to fit – and what we have learned today helps!




